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“Motion and Measurement of Distances” 
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Extra Questions (To be written in science note copy) 

 

Q4. State the precaution which should be taken while using a meter scale to measure the length of an  

object? 

Answer- Precautions for using meter scales are as follows- 

a) Place the ruler exactly along the length. 

b) Position your eye exactly above the point where you make measurement. 

c) Don’t use zero mark if ends are worn out. 

 

Q5. Some objects have more than one type of motion at the same time. Give any two examples of such  

motion? 

Answer – a) Motion of drill machine – Rotational and rectilinear motion 

b) Motion of Earth - Rotation on its own axis and revolves around the sun.  

 

 

Chapter 11  

Light, Shadows and Reflections 

NCERT Book exercise (To be written in science copy) 

 

Q1. Rearrange the boxes given below to make a sentence that helps us understand opaque objects. 

 

 
Answer-  

 
 

Q2. Classify the objects or materials given below as opaque, transparent or translucent and  

 

luminous or non-luminous: 

Air, water, a piece of rock, a sheet of aluminium, a mirror, a wooden board, a sheet of 



polythene, a CD, smoke, a sheet of plane glass, fog, a piece of red hot iron, an umbrella, a 

lighted fluorescent tube, a wall, a sheet of carbon paper, the fame of a gas burner, a sheet of 

cardboard, a lighted torch, a sheet of cellophane, a wire mesh, kerosene stove, sun, firefly, 

moon. 

Answer -  

 
Q3. Can you think of creating a shape that would give a circular shadow if held in one way  

and a rectangular shadow if held in another way? 

Answer- Yes, there are many things which give a circular shadow if held in one way and a  

rectangular shadow if held in another way. For example: a cylinder, a circular disc etc. 

  
# This content is prepared absolutely at home. 


